
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Our mission is pioneering and creating meaningful brand spaces in any dimension. Having people, brands, and 
products interact in seamlessly networked physical and digital spaces is what drives us. We always consider what’s 

coming next and focus on both viable innovations and sustainable solutions—all while living in the spirit of the present. 

For almost three decades, LIGANOVA has been developing retail and brand marketing campaigns and projects for the 
most influential global brands and companies in the automotive, beauty and health, luxury, fashion, food and beverage, 

and sports sectors. 

JOIN US 

From August 2024 we are looking for an Intern (all genders) in Product Design for our office in Amsterdam. 
Become part of our community – we look forward to meeting you! 

WHAT YOU DO 

- Supporting on designing and modelling 3D campaign props, creating renderings, supporting in prototype phase 
and in creating production booklets 

- Working in an interdisciplinary team consisting of design management, graphics, project management, sourcing 
- Collaboration in the conception and design of global campaigns  
- Visualizations 
- Preparation of presentations for various brands 
- Creation of production data and drawing derivations with SOLIDWORKS and/or RHINOCEROS as well as creation 

of assembly instructions 
- On site implementation of concepts together with responsible design managers 
- The internship is a full-time internship limited to 6 months, ideally starting in August 2024 

WHO YOU ARE 

- You are an enrolled student of product design or industrial design, whose study program includes a 6-month 
compulsory internship 

- You possess very good imagination and presentation skills 
- You have a high degree of responsibility and reliability  
- Analytical and conceptual thinking and acting as well as pragmatism in implementation characterize you 
- You are interested to work in an international team 
- Confident, fluent in communication in English 
- You are experienced in working with Rhino and Keyshot 

WHAT TO EXPECT 

- DIVERSITY & PEOPLE: Come as you are! At LIGANOVA we live and breathe a culture of inclusion and diversity 
fascinates us. Uniqueness is celebrated and promoted, which is why we are united by the common mission "Create 
the best version of yourself". We believe that diversity offers the greatest creative potential. 

- GREEN MINDSET: Innovative solutions and our Green Board provide impulses for more sustainability in the office 
and beyond. With the Green Campaign Cycle initiative, we proactively introduce our customers to the topic of green 
transformation and support them with our expertise during implementation. 

- INTERNATIONALITY: In addition to our HQ in Stuttgart, our offices in Berlin and Amsterdam have also grown into 
fully operating branch offices. We offer you networking and regular exchange within the units - a far cry from rigid 
team structures. 

IS IT A MATCH? 

Contact me: 
Lhea Nitsche, Senior People Manager 
jobs@liganova.com 


